DIY Art Therapy
Activity Guide
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Arts Sisterhood UK is a
grassroots nonprofit
offering peer-led ‘DIY Art
Therapy’ workshops for
self-identifying women
across the country, providing
a space for women to express
themselves and address
mental health issues through
artistic practice.

We’ve teamed up with Arts Sisterhood to put
together this acitivity guide full of ideas for Art
Therapy exercises to use with your Craft Club, with
a crafty twist of course! Each activity can be tailored
to suit your club members’ ability or craft interest.
Activites can support members who are having a
dificult time, or just to give yourselves a bit of
mental health TLC when things are hectic.

Art therapy is a form of psychotherapy that
uses art making as its method of expression
and communication. The art itself isn’t used
to diagnose illness but as a way to express
emotional issues which may be confusing
and distressing.
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What is Art Therapy? How does it help?

• The benefits of Art Therapy are vast but often overlooked. In 2017, a report was
published by the All-Party Parliamentary Group documenting dozens of case studies
showing how art has a powerful effect on health and wellbeing.
• One study included in the report saw patients suffering from conditions varying from
chronic pain to stroke, develop vast physical improvements in just eight weeks.
• Studies show that engaging with art increases connectivity in the brain, particularly
in areas that deal with introspection, memory and self-monitoring. Being creative can
boost positivity and self awareness and help us cope with difficult emotions.
‘Making and consuming art lifts our spirits and keeps us sane. Art, like science and
religion, helps us make meaning from our lives, and to make meaning is to make us
feel better’ - Grayson Perry

Here’s seven activity ideas to try with your club:
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Tell Your Own Story
Create a visual autobiography, or represent
a life experience from your perspective. You
could use scrapbooking, paper art, or you
could make a diorama and use modelling
techniques to make a scene from your life.
Documenting your life creatively helps you
to know yourself better and when we have a
stronger sense of self, we feel more secure
and things don’t easily affect us in a
negative way.

Loving Our Bodies
Practice life drawing on yourself. When we
look at ourselves in the mirror, sometimes
we can be overcritical about the way we
look or we don’t fully appreciate how
incredible our bodies are. Look in the
mirror and draw yourself in different
positions. You could use modelling clay to
create a sculpture of yourself, or you could
even needle felt a fuzzy self portrait! Art is a
quick and easy way to value the beauty of
our bodies.
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Get Lost in Music
Listen to some instrumental music on the
radio like Classical or Jazz, and use craft to
show how the music makes you feel. Think
about the materials you might use: flowing
fabric for slow music, or little mosaic pieces
for a repetetitive beat. You might not create a
masterpiece but the physical act of creating
art to music is actually very meditative, and
can be helpful if you’re feeling stressed.

Appreciating Our Loved Ones
Design and make a thank you gift for
someone in your life who you appreciate.
Think about the person, and what they might
like, and make it for them by hand. Write a
card to say why you are thankful for that
person and tell them what makes them so
great, then post it or deliver it by hand!
Making other people feel appreciated and
loved is good for the soul.

How Arts Sisterhood works:
The workshops are structured around several large canvases with a therapeutic
instruction or theme. There is a vast selection of media to work with, and participants are
free to express themselves alone or with others across all of the canvases. At the end of
the workshop, the group discusses the work, express themselves verbally, compliment
and support each other, build connections, and form a collective bubble of solidarity.
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Breaking Down Barriers
Think of someone you dislike, are not getting
along with or have trouble working with.
Create an image of 3-4 good things about
that person. We sometimes forget that all
people are nuanced, no one is wholly good
or wholly bad. Reminding ourselves that
there are good things about the people we
don’t like is great way to create good
interpersonal relationships going forward.
You might also want to craft a gift for them
and make a new friend in the process!

Picturing the Future
Create a collage of your future using
whatever medium you like. You could make
an embroidered sampler, a quilt, or a
paper scrapbook. Include what you want for
your future: it could be your job, children, an
ideal partner, ideal home, holidays, or
achievements: things that make you happy.
Having a visual idea of your future will keep
it fresh in your mind; the more you know
what you want, the easier it will be to find
the path to get there and stay on it.
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What can Art Therapy help with?
• Mental health issues ranging from
depression and anxiety, or to help
cope with life events such as grief,
work related stress, or the breakdown
of a relationship.
• Learning Disabilities

Practise Gratitude
Craft a container out of whatever material
you like and use it to keep reminders you’ve
drawn of all the positive things in your life.
Learning gratitude for the things we have is
important and helps us to feel happier about
our lives, rather than worrying about what
we wish we had. You might want to create a
beautiful wooden container, a clay pot or a
tapestry bag.

• Physical health coniditions such as
chronic pain, or during recovery from
an injury.
• Neurological contiditons such as
Alzheimer’s disease.
• Art Therapy has been used in a wide
range of setting including within the
military, and for doctors working on
cancer treatment wards.

Craft Club is a national campaign that champions craft in schools, galleries, libraries and
anywhere else you can bring people together to share craft skills.
www.craftclub.org.uk • www.arts-sisterhood.uk.org •
The APPG Arts and Wellbeing report can be found here: bit.ly/APPGArts
Follow us on twitter @CraftClubUK or Facebook @CraftClubUK

